French 2

Course Title ....  FRENCH 2
Grade Levels ....  8 - 12
Semester/Year ....  One year
Prerequisites ....  Level I with a grade of C, or teacher recommendation
Meets A-G Requirement? ....  YES

Course Description:
French II is an intermediate course designed to enable students to use the skills and expressions learned in French I and expand on them by using the language in various situations. Students experience cultural similarities and differences through role-play, video, film analysis, and song.

Text.... Discovering French Blanc; 2004; McDougal-Littell
Supplementary Materials....  Activity Workbook

Types of Assignments/Activities:
• Direction giving and routine class procedures in the target language
• Students practice communicating in pair and group activities
• Cassettes and videos
• Overhead transparencies can be used as communication sponges
• Read simple essays with guided questions
• Reading for comprehension
• Write letters
• Describe and compare characteristics of francophone countries
• Cultural readings
• View Films and discuss main themes and vocabulary
• Cooking and food activities

Assessment
• Written quizzes
• Presentations (skits, describe art, describe photos)
• Listening/Comprehension assessments
• Speaking assessments
• Portfolios
• Letters
• Participation
• Reading Comprehension